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How would you describe to the layperson the most significant result of this study? {#open201700001-sec-0001}
==================================================================================

![](OPEN-6-2-g002.jpg "image")A new technological world of electrochemical sensorimotors mimicking biological muscles is emerging, requiring thick films of conducting polymers for their construction. Here, we present how the best conditions to generate thick films of the polypyrrole/polyvynivlsuphonate blend are determined, how the self‐supported electrodes are constructed, and how their electrochemical and sensing properties are determined. The material can be applied to create sensing artificial muscles.

What aspects of this project do you find most exciting? {#open201700001-sec-0002}
=======================================================

An unexplored and unparalleled technological world is emerging, in which electrochemical tools and robots replicate the intracellular matrix content of functional cells (ions water and reactive macromolecules), and their functions. Haptic muscles, dual and simultaneous sensing motors, can now be replicated by sensing artificial muscles. The electrochemical reactions of the constitutive material drive, simultaneously, the movement rate of the motor (through the flowing current) and the mechanical, thermal, or chemical sensing (through the muscle potential evolution) of the working conditions.

What new scientific questions/problems does this work raise? {#open201700001-sec-0003}
============================================================

If each of the film constitutive chains is a reacting molecular motor: where is the electrical double layer?; how can electrochemical models include reaction‐driven volume variations and conformational energetic changes of the reacting polymeric chains?; if we can mimic haptic muscles, can artificial proprioception and artificial proprioceptive robots be developed?, could the attained results help to describe parallel biochemical functional reactions or biological functions and predict malfunctions?

What is, in your opinion, an upcoming research theme likely to become one of the "hot topics" in the near future? {#open201700001-sec-0004}
=================================================================================================================

Development of structural and biomimetic electrochemical models and multifunctional electrochemical devices (sensing motors, sensing motor batteries, sensing smart windows, artificial chemical synapse for neuron--computer interfaces) as well as electro‐chemo‐conformational memories that can actuate as multipotent memories for biomimetic computers, like possible brain memory models.
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